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ABSTRACT 

Iterative software methodologies allow development teams to be 

agile in their response to changing requirements. However, the 

software development team is usually at the mercy of 

requirements changes, rather than being part of the project 

engineering staff defining the changes to the solution architecture. 

Therefore, projects tend to implement inferior solutions. 

Integrating a project-level innovation technique called Inventive 

Problem Solving into agile software development methodologies 

such as the spiral model, the Rational Unified Process, and 

Scrum, allows the development team to affect the overall solution 

architecture utilizing their expertise in information technology to 

the maximum benefit. As a result, more creative, innovative, and 

efficient solutions to the problem are conceived and implemented.  

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management – lifecycle, software 

development methodologies.  

Keywords 

Software engineering, software development methodologies, 

iterative software development, spiral software development, agile 

software development, Rational Unified Process, Scrum, 

innovation, inventive problem solving, TRIZ, I-TRIZ. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Over the last thirty years, iterative software development 

methodologies such as the spiral method, Rational Unified 

Process, agile software development, and Scrum have grown in 

response to weaknesses of the traditional sequential waterfall 

methodology. Iterative models incrementally evolve a software 

solution through repeated cycles of analysis, planning, 

prototyping, and review. The ―design a little, build a little‖ 

characteristic of these methodologies mitigate risk and reduce 

waste because the solution continually changes following dynamic 

feedback from the user community and the project engineers.   

All software development models contain some form of the basic 

lifecycle activities required to build and maintain a successful 

software solution: requirements extraction and definition, 

analysis, planning, design, coding, implementation, testing, 

deployment, verification, and maintenance.  

 

 

 

 

 

Software solutions are constructed to solve a problem. Typically, 

before a software development project begins, the problem to be 

solved has already been identified and assumptions/decisions as to 

how to solve the problem have already been made. Consequently, 

the initial activities in a software development such as scope 

definition, business case, use case, risk assessment, etc. are biased 

toward the pre-conceived problem solution architecture. As a 

result, software developers seldom ―work on the problem‖ they 

instead ―work on the solution‖ and simply implement in software 

the solution architected by the project engineers.  

At first, this may not seem problematic. What else is a software 

development team supposed to work on? However, what if the 

project engineers have missed a better way to solve the problem? 

What if the development team is building an inferior solution 

because a better approach goes unnoticed? It makes sense for the 

software development team to have a chance to explore alternative 

problem solutions early in the development process, even before, 

or at least as a part of, the project scoping and requirements 

definition phases. Since the software development team is better 

equipped to understand the technology, they are likely to envision 

alternative solutions no one else can. What is needed is a way to 

innovate about the problem solution during software 

development. 

This article proposes the use of a generic innovation technique 

called Inventive Problem Solving (IPS) and suggests ways to 

incorporate the technique into popular iterative software 

development methodologies. The article first describes iterative 

software methodologies and then presents details of IPS. An 

integration of IPS and the spiral methodology, the Rational 

Unified Process, and the Scrum methodology is shown. Finally, a 

case study is discussed demonstrating how IPS yields an 

improved software solution for a collaborative crisis management 

project. 

2. ITERATIVE METHODOLOGIES 
Although not the first iterative methodology conceived, Boehm’s 

spiral model introduced in the mid-1980s marks a flex point in the 

history of software methodologies. Prior to the spiral model, the 

waterfall method was the predominant software methodology. 

Instead of a sequentially stepping through the development 

phases, the spiral model employed a ―design a little, build a little‖ 

approach whereby the design of the final solution evolves along 

with the solution itself through multiple iterations of prototype 

and review [1]. As seen in Figure 1, development is depicted as a 

trajectory spiraling outward from the center in a clockwise 

direction through four quadrants, or phases. Each time around the 



cycle, the software solution gets more mature. Getting buy-in from 

users early in the development process and maintaining that 

support throughout development insures a desirable solution is 

being built. Note the first quadrant, the determine objectives, 

alternatives, and constraints phase, is where innovation should 

take place (alternatives). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Throughout the 1990s, another iterative methodology evolved, the 

Rational Unified Process (RUP) [2]. The RUP is characterized by 

four phases: inception, elaboration, construction, and transition. 

Development iterates within each phase until certain completeness 

criteria are met. In each phase, different amounts of analysis, 

design, implementation, test, and deployment are performed. The 

RUP can be thought of as a superposition of waterfall and 

iterative methods. As expected, activities like business modeling, 

requirements definition, analysis and design are more prevalent in 

the earlier phases of inception and elaboration and this is where 

innovation should take place. The RUP is shown in Figure 2.    

 

 

 

In Scrum, another iterative software development methodology 

coming of age in the 1990s and in vogue in the 2000s, the notion 

of iterative development is embodied in timeboxed periods called 

sprints—typically 2-4 week time periods resulting in the full 

development of a portion of the software solution [3]. A smaller 

iteration, the daily scrum focuses team tasking during the sprint. 

At the beginning of each sprint, the sprint planning meeting 

chooses which requirements to focus development on during the 

sprint. The deliverable from each sprint is a piece of fully 

functioning software fulfilling the chosen requirements. 

Innovation should take place in the sprint planning meeting, the 

daily scrum, and in the original requirements definition. The 

Scrum methodology is depicted in Figure 3.   

 

 

All iterative methodologies accept the fact that the final solution 

cannot be known in its entirety before implementation begins 

because requirements constantly change. The goal of iterative 

software development methodologies is to make the development 

team as agile as possible and ready to respond quickly to such 

changes. However, rarely do methodologies give the development 

team the tools with which to engineer the changes and this is the 

promise of the inventive problem solving technique described in 

the next section. 

3. INVENTIVE PROBLEM SOLVING 
TRIZ (pronounced ―trees‖) is an acronym for the Russian phrase 

"Teoriya Resheniya Izobretatelskikh Zadatch" or ―The Theory of 

Inventive Problem Solving‖ and dates back to 1946 when Russian 

engineer, scholar, and inventor Genrich Altshuller started 

reviewing patents looking for clues as to how inventive people 

solve problems [4]. Over the following four decades, TRIZ grew 

into nothing less than the science of technological evolution but 

was largely unknown to the Western world until the 1980s when 

some of Altshuller’s work was translated into English. This 
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Figure 1. The Spiral Development Model. 
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Figure 2. The Rational Unified Process. 
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Figure 3. The Scrum Methodology. 
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classical era of TRIZ saw the development of a number of tools 

and techniques designed to help practitioners inventively solve 

technical problems.  

With the collapse of the Soviet Union in the late 1980s, TRIZ 

scholars and colleagues moved to other parts of the world where 

some have continued to extend the art and the science of TRIZ. 

One group, based in the United Stated, developed a modern 

extension called I-TRIZ (for ―Ideation TRIZ‖) comprising four 

methodologies [5]: 

 IPS: Inventive Problem Solving 

 AFD: Anticipatory Failure Determination 

 IP: Intellectual Property Protection 

 DE: Directed Evolution 

 

AFD is a way of analyzing potential failure modes of systems and 

devising ways to prevent those types of failures. DE is a method 

of ―inventing the future‖ and looking five and ten years ahead of 

the state of the art. IP contains ways to ―invent the future 

competition‖ before your competitors do, and thereby protect 

yourself by already owning the intellectual property your 

competitors will have to invent to compete with you. 

This paper involves IPS, a generic methodology enabling 

practitioners to innovate on demand about any type of system in 

any domain [7]. At the heart of IPS is a database of over 400 

operators. Each operator is an innovative concept gleaned from 

the study of over two million patents by TRIZ scholars. 

Practitioners use operators to stimulate thinking about ways to 

improve the system. Figure 4 shows the IPS methodology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the scoping phase, practitioners along with subject matter 

experts identify resources, constraints, and selection criteria. 

Combined with a systems analysis called the 8-way analysis, the 

equivalent of a scope document (as used in traditional software 

development methodologies) is created. Through the scoping and 

analysis phases, practitioners create six different abstract 

descriptions of the system, each from a different perspective: 

supersystem/subsystem, input/output, cause/effect, past/future, 

useful/harmful, and produces/counteracts relationships. These 

descriptions are used to create a graphical representation of the 

problem domain known as the problem formulator (PF) diagram. 

The PF diagram captures the relationship between the desirable 

and undesirable characteristics of the system and exposes areas of 

the system most likely to benefit from an incremental change (an 

innovation). The PF diagram is used in conjunction with the 

operator database to generate dozens of potential innovative 

solutions.  

An example of one of the operators is Add-a-marker: 

 

Add a marker  
Add a marker that can become the source of an easily 
detected field. 

 

Adding radioactive dye to the bloodstream during an angiogram is 

an example of this concept in use (see Figure 5). 

 

 

 

The Add-a-marker operator is one of the concepts gleaned from 

the study of over two million patents. The theory behind IPS is 

that no matter what type of system is being studied one or more 

operators will be applicable and will likely stimulate new ideas. 

Often, a combination of several operators forms an innovative 

solution. For example, consider the containment ring problem in a 

jet engine. The containment ring is a thick and heavy metallic 

shield preventing fragments from exiting the engine nacelle and 

damaging other parts of the aircraft in the event of a catastrophic 

failure of the turbine blades. However, the weight and bulkiness 

of the containment ring makes it difficult and expensive to remove 

and test as is periodically required. Dozens of potential solutions 

to this problem can be envisioned by applying various operators. 

For example, applying the operators: 

 Segmentation 

 Separation in time 

 Separation on condition 

 Introduce a liquid 

 Add an intermediate layer 

 Use a foam or empty space 

 Abandon symmetry 

 

yields a solution where non-uniform concentric ring arc segments 

containing a non-Newtonian fluid impact gel replaces the bulky 

containment ring as shown in Figure 6. For testing, the liquid is 

drained and the segments removed and tested individually. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The IPS Methodology. 
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Having a summary of human innovative concepts available to us 

in the form of the operator database gives us the ability to apply 

the force of human innovational history to whatever problem we 

have at hand—including software.  

4. THE CASE STUDY 
Over a decade ago, the author was a senior software architect 

involved in developing a collaborative problem solving solution 

for a major oil company [6]. The development team utilized the 

spiral lifecycle model and created a successful solution winning 

the Microsoft Collaborative Application of the Year Award for 

2001 over several hundred entrants worldwide— by all measures 

quite a successful solution.  

Recently, the author revisited the original requirements using the 

IPS methodology. Originally, the intent was to demonstrate the 

use of IPS in the software engineering domain. The author 

expected to demonstrate how the solution’s key design features 

could be arrived at using IPS. However, the systems analysis and 

problem formulation techniques in the IPS methodology exposed 

key areas in the problem domain previously not considered by the 

original development team and made obvious several different 

solutions. Therefore, the author was surprised to discover different 

and better solutions rather than arriving at the original solution as 

intended. 

The original solution architecture was based on a ―war room‖ 

problem-solving method. The client was an industry leader and 

the war room process had been honed over decades. The oil 

company was good at solving problems so they were seeking to 

―computerize‖ their existing war room method. When a crisis 

occurred somewhere in the world, a conference room, or set of 

offices, were commandeered and turned into the central control 

hub dedicated to the management of the crisis and solution of the 

problem. All information and pertinent documents were collected 

and stored in this location and all communications were handled 

through this central command. Average problem resolutions took 

3-5 days. Seeking potential advantages of the Internet, email, and 

World Wide Web-based communication, the company asked us to 

―create a virtual war room‖ to support global problem resolution 

and crisis management efforts. Their goal was to free themselves 

from the limitations of a physical war room and to reduce problem 

resolution time by at least 50%.  

Before the software development team was involved, the overall 

solution architecture, the war room metaphor, was already 

decided. Therefore, when the development team began the 

design/prototype spirals, we sought only to flesh out the 

requirements of the ―virtual war room.‖ We never thought about 

making changes to the underlying crisis management process. Our 

solution simply ―virtualized‖ the style of problem solving 

engrained into the corporation. When we acquired input from the 

user community, they dutifully described to us what they needed 

in the virtual space to do their jobs as they had been doing them in 

the physical war room. The software development team never 

―worked the problem‖ of crisis management. 

Recently, when IPS was used to ―work on the original problem,‖ 

it was apparent IPS ―viewed‖ the problem domain from a different 

perspective. Working the steps in the IPS methodology led us to  

study the underlying problem and resulted in the definition of 

several changes to the crisis management process itself. Once new 

approaches were identified, it was a relatively simple matter to 

envision additional features needed in the software solution. The 

innovative analysis showed a better way to manage crises and 

defined new requirements for the software solution. Figure 7 

shows a portion of the problem formulator diagram resulting from 

the IPS analysis. 

An example of a new feature discovered during innovative 

analysis was the ―launch multiple simultaneous scenarios‖ 

concept. System analysis using the IPS methodology showed the 

dependency on sequential time-consuming processes. Crisis teams 

generally spent 1-3 days characterizing the problem and 

identifying experts in that problem domain to bring in on the 

resolution discussions. Only after a solution was agreed to was 

effort expended to get materiel and personnel moving toward the 

site of the crisis.  
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During innovative analysis, IPS suggested consideration of the 

following operators: 

Figure 6. Innovative solution to the containment ring problem. 
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Figure 7. Problem Formulator Diagram (partial). 
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 Duplicate critical elements 

 Utilize time resources 

 Partial action 

 Preliminary action 

 Apply multiple actions 

 Multiply functions 

 Preliminary dispensing 

 Preliminary placement 

 Modify time intervals 

 Selective amplification 

 Simultaneous operation 

 

The combination of these concepts applies to the ―sequential‖ 

nature of the company’s crisis management process and suggests 

the idea of launching several different solution scenarios the 

moment a crisis begins. As more information about the nature of 

the crisis becomes available, the team can cancel those scenarios 

that do not apply. Even if a scenario must be altered for a 

particular crisis, getting it underway as early as possible could 

save as much as two days in problem resolution time. So rather 

than spending time collecting information and opinion to decide 

which resolution scenario to launch, the company should launch 

several, then use new information and expert opinion to ―stand 

down‖ the scenarios that will not help.  

If the original software development team had done this analysis a 

decade ago, we would have built several mechanisms into the 

virtual war rooms supporting potential response scenarios, status 

tracking and reporting of response scenario activity, and ―go/no 

go‖ polling on response scenario decisions. This style of 

management is made practical by modern communication, the 

Internet, and distributed databases. It was impossible for the 

original project team at the oil company to think about these kinds 

of solutions because they did not realize the advantages of these 

kinds of information technology.  

Another example of a new feature suggested by the innovative 

analysis is a decidedly information technology-oriented idea. A 

major component of the company’s crisis management effort was 

the characterization of the problem and the identification of the 

person, or persons, in the company possessing expert-level 

knowledge about critical elements of the problem. As the crisis 

developed and more information was obtained, users found great 

utility in the virtual war room’s ability to connect easily and 

quickly with others. However, the virtual war room did little to 

assist in associating experts with the crisis itself. The virtual war 

room was simply a repository for information much like a 

physical conference room had been a repository for physical 

documents. As a result, even with the virtual war room, expert 

identification time took as long as two days.  

During the innovative analysis, several of the same operators 

mentioned above suggested the idea that experts be ―pre-matched‖ 

with various types of problems likely to be encountered. If the 

original software development team had conceived of this, we 

would have automatically indexed and categorized employees’ 

emails, published papers and other documents, job roles, etc. to 

score their likely application to various kinds of problems the 

company had faced in the past. With such a tool built into the 

virtual war room, the crisis management team would have been 

presented with a list of ―likely experts‖ every time a new piece of 

information was added. This alone would have reduced problem 

resolution time by at least two days.     

The better solutions were not explored in the original project 

because the project engineers in the oil company were not aware 

of what the technology could do and the software development 

team was not permitted to alter the overall problem solution 

architecture the project engineers had identified. Instead, the oil 

company hired us to simply implement their solution. If the 

software development team could have done the IPS innovative 

analysis we could have suggested substantive changes to the client 

utilizing capabilities of the technology unbeknownst to the oil 

company engineers. Our solution would have been superior. 

Upon realizing this, the author sought to define ways to marry the 

project innovation and software development methodologies 

together as described in the next section.  

5. INNOVATIVE ITERATIONS 
IPS gives practitioners a way to identify alternatives to a system. 

For a software development team, the ―system‖ is the software 

solution being developed and also the problem being solved by 

the software solution. Therefore, IPS gives development teams the 

ability to innovate about the software and the problem domain at 

the same time. For this reason it is reasonable to fit IPS into 

iterative methodologies during the planning, analysis, and 

definition phases.  

Figure 8 shows an innovate wedge added to the first quadrant of 

the spiral model. This phase is where objectives, constraints, and 

alternatives are to be developed and these are certainly some of 

the outputs of IPS. Furthermore, other artifacts from IPS fit nicely 

into the first and second phase of the spiral model. Used early in 

the development process (the first or second spiral) will allow the 

development team to think of new ways to solve the problem, as 

was the case described above. Using IPS in later spirals will allow 

the development team to think of new ways to design and 

implement specific pieces of the solution.  

Figure 9 shows the RUP methodology with an innovation 

discipline added. Increased amounts of innovation can be 

expected in the Inception and Elaboration phases with reduced 

amounts of innovation in the Construction phase. An initial 

increase in the Transition phase is expected as the team thinks of 

new deployment/maintenance strategies. 

Figure 10 shows the Scrum methodology modified with an 

innovation process driving both the product backlog, the master 

list of requirements for the solution, and the sprint backlog, the 

list of requirement targets for the current sprint.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Two different IPS processes are shown because it is likely that 

different types of innovative analyses will be required for the 

product and sprint backlogs. The product backlog requires more 

problem domain innovation, such as that discussed in the case 

study, whereas the sprint backlog requires more innovation about 

the software implementation itself. 

6. CONCLUSION 
All of the iterative methodologies described in this paper, and 

many more not explicitly described here, enable a software 

development team to respond quickly to changing requirements. 

However, software development methodologies are not suited to 

allow the development team to be actively involved in the overall 

problem solution architecture. Most tools in software 

development methodologies give developers ways to design the 

software and take as a starting point various assumptions and 

decisions already made before the software engineering process 

begins. IPS provides a technique to explore alternative ways to 

solve the problem being addressed by the software solution and 

also a tool to explore alternative ways to implement the software 

solution.  

As shown in the case study, innovative analysis allows the 

development team to extend itself beyond the software system 

being developed and explore the original problem domain. In this 

way, incorporating innovative analysis into agile and iterative 

software development methodologies gives development teams a 

way to engineer changes to the requirements in a way previously 

not possible. 

With the design-a-little build-a-little philosophy built into agile 

software development methodologies, it is important to situate the 

―innovate about the problem domain” properly. This article 

shows the best place for inclusion of this step into the generic 

spiral model and the two most widely used agile methodologies, 

RUP and Scrum.  

The integration of project-level innovation and software 

development may not be desirable for all kinds of projects. 

However, for solutions heavily invested in computer, software, 

and information technology, the project engineers may not be able 

to appreciate all of what is possible. In these kinds of projects, 

superior solutions are realized if the software development team is 

allowed to participate in the solution engineering process.      
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